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Services and support
Canonical is the leading global provider of Ubuntu services. Its
Ubuntu Advantage subscription service includes specialist tools,
dedicated support and expert advice to help you make the most of
Ubuntu. Learn more at www.ubuntu.com/business

System requirements
Your server must have at least 128 MB of RAM and 1 GB of disk space.
This 64-bit edition will run on AMD64 and Intel x64-based computers,
including AMD Opteron and Intel EM64T Xeon. A 32-bit version of
Ubuntu Server can be downloaded from www.ubuntu.com
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Deploy common services such as web, email, ﬁle and database
servers quickly; Ubuntu comes with the world’s largest selection of
pre-packaged free software ready-to-run. It also includes proven
KVM virtualisation technology so you can run any guest operating
system under Ubuntu on supported hardware.
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Ubuntu is a leading cloud platform too: this CD includes everything
you need to build your own EC2-compatible cloud infrastructure, or
deploy applications to the public cloud with all major providers. The
hybrid cloud is a reality today with Ubuntu.

BACK

If you need any help moving to Ubuntu then contact Canonical.
We oﬀer deployment, training and support services, along with
Landscape, a systems management tool. Canonical helps many of the
world’s best-known organisations make the most of their Ubuntu
Server deployments.
Visit www.ubuntu.com and www.canonical.com for more information.

This CD includes software released for free public use under several licences. It is provided without warranty, even the implied
warranty of merchantability, satisfaction or ﬁtness for a particular use. See the licence included with each program for details.
Source code for Ubuntu can be downloaded from archive.ubuntu.com. Ubuntu, the Ubuntu logo and Canonical are registered
trademarks of Canonical Ltd. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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Share Ubuntu, it’s legal
‘Ubuntu’ is an ancient African word which means ‘a shared humanity’.
All of the software on this CD is legal to copy and share. If you know
someone who would enjoy Ubuntu, please pass it on. That’s the spirit
of free and open-source software!
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What is Ubuntu Server?
This is the lean, mean server version of Ubuntu, the world’s favourite
free software operating system. Ubuntu has been adopted as a
trusted server platform by large and small organisations alike; some
of the biggest websites are powered by Ubuntu. Whether you’re
deploying a fanless home server, or a ﬁfty-thousand node rendering
cluster, you’re in good company with Ubuntu. It’s easy to install,
maintain and includes security updates free of charge.
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